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The Lemurians are a race of primate humanoids who 
live deep in a nearby redwood forest.  From the 
safety of their tree house perch, they brew Space 
Mead and live peacefully with neighboring creatures. 
Their brew is highly valuable and they regularly trade 
it for food and simple supplies. 
 

The PCs have been dispatched into the forest with a 
wagon of tastyfroot and instructions to trade it for 5 
containers of Space Mead.  However, they are 
warned that a band of scavenging bear people known 
as Berzergrrs has recently been seen in the area. 
 

1. Ground Level: The PCs arrive at a clearing at the 
base of a towering redwood tree.  On the ground are:  

● 7 dead Lemurians 
● 2 dead Berzergrrs 
● 5 Boarskunks which are furiously feasting 

on the Lemurian carcasses 
Boarskunks (5): Init +2; Atk tusks +2 melee (1d3+1) 
or spray +2 melee (stink); AC 12; Armor die: [1d2]; 
HD 1d4+2; hp 4; MV 30’; Act 1d20; SP stink (DC 12 
Fort save or -1d to all actions for 1 turn, those within 
5’ of affected target must make same save or suffer -2 
to all actions); SV Fort +2, Ref +2, Will -1; AL N. 
 

A primitive rope ladder leads 100 feet up to a 
two-level open wooden structure without walls or 
railings.  A distant buzzing is heard from above.  
 

Searching the Berzergrr bodies produces:  
● 2 scrap spears (1d8 dmg, Fumble on 1-2) 
● 1 canteen of impure water (if drunk, roll on 

USG Table A4: Bad Food Effects) 
● 1 Zippo lighter (5 uses remaining) 
● 2 dried frog snacks 

 

2. Common Area: At the top of the ladder is an open 
communal area.  Around its edge are a circle of 
prayer mats along with a scattering of simple ceramic 
bottles.  A large section of the tree has been hollowed 
out here to create a room of sorts. 
 

In the center of the area are: 
● A “Flashbox” - this device is on and pointed 

toward the ladder.  A red light blinks slowly. 
● 1 Berzergrr, drunk and asleep behind the 

Flashbox (DC 10 Int check to determine if it 
is alive or dead from a distance). 

Flashbox: Metallic box topped with a white sensor; 
if turned on, any movement within a 5’ radius 
semicircle triggers the flash; affects all sighted 
creatures in a 10’ radius semicircle; DC 15 Fort save 
or Blinded for 1d4 rounds (-4 to attack rolls and 
move at half speed); the battery has only 1 charge. 
 

If the Flashbox is deployed, the bright flash and loud 
beep wakes the Berzergrr (now in a very foul mood). 
 

Drunk Berzergrr: Init -2; Atk spiked bat +2 melee 
(1d6+2) or body check +2 melee (1d3 + pushback); 
AC 8; Armor die: [1d3]; HD 3d8; hp 11; MV 20’; 
Act 1d16; SP pushback (DC 14 Strength check or 
pushed to platform edge, followed by DC 12 Reflex 
save or fall 100’); SV Fort +2, Ref -2, Will -1; AL C. 
 

Items found in this area include: 
● Baseball bat with spikes (1d6 dmg) 
● 7 prayer mats (+4 to AC vs. attacks from 

Lumber Bees in area 5 if worn) 
● 7 empty ceramic Space Mead bottles 

 

3. Food Prep Area: A clutter of baskets and crude, 
wooden boxes.  Two drunken Berzergrrs are here 
ransacking the containers for food after consuming 
their fill of Space Mead. 
 

Drunk Berzergrrs (2): Init -2; Atk sledgehammer +2 
melee (1d8+2) or body check +2 melee (1d3 + 
pushback); AC 8; Armor die: [1d3]; HD 3d8; hp 10, 
13; MV 20’; Act 1d16; SP pushback; SV Fort +2, Ref 
-2, Will -1; AL C. 
 

If the Berzergrrs are defeated, PCs will find: 
● 2 Sledgehammers (1d8 dmg) 
● Nylon fanny sack containing: 

○ 1 Battery for Flashbox (1 charge) 
○ Wooden spoon, jar of cooking oil 

● 2 cups of Spice Berries  (worth 4 sp) 
 

4. Sleeping Area: In this spartan area, seven 
hammocks hang from the ceiling.  They surround a 
floor mosaic depicting an unknown constellation.  A 
broken bit of rope is attached to the platform edge.  In 
the distance, a smaller tree has a rounded structure 
built onto its side (Area 7).  The other end of the 
broken rope dangles from a small opening in the front 
of the strangely shaped pod. 



Items of note here are: 
● The floor has broken away at the north end 

of the area (DC 15 Agility check to jump 
across the gap) 

● The floor and rope were both broken by 2 
heavy Berzergrrs who fell to the ground. 

● If the PCs explicitly listen, they hear 
footsteps and growling from above. 

 

5. Apiary: Hundreds of golf-ball-sized bees swarm 
around a series of honeycomb-filled boxes.  The 
boxes are tacked to the tree on either side of a ladder 
which leads 30’ up to the second level. 
 

These are Lumber Bees.  They will not attack until 
the PCs start climbing the ladder, which they do at 
their normal half movement rate. 
 

Lumber Bee Swarm: Init +5; Atk +1 melee (1 + 
paralysis); AC 15; HD 4d8; hp 26; MV fly 40’; Act 
special; SP sting all targets on ladder, half damage 
from non-area attacks, paralysis (DC 8 Fort save or 
paralyzed for 1d3 rounds), stunned by smoke (swarm 
must make Fort save each round or will be stunned 
for that round, save DC determined by the quality of 
the smoke); SV Fort +0, Ref +5, Will -2; AL N. 
 

Any number of materials can create smoke to stun the 
bees, but the baskets from Area 3 work best (DC 15). 
Most wood produces DC 10 smoke.  Using smoke 
will alert the Berzergrrs in Area 6 above. 
 

6. Meadery: This is a strange laboratory for creating 
Space Mead.  Three large, frothing vats contain 
partially brewed examples of the stuff.  A trio of 
larger Berzergrrs argue amongst themselves as they 
try to find a safe way to cross the rope leading to the 
storage pod (Area 7). 
 

Once the PCs are spotted, the Berzergrrs attack. 
 

Berzergrr Enforcers(2): Init +2; Atk shock stick +2 
melee (1d4+2 + shock) or body check +2 melee (1d3 
+ pushback); AC 12; Armor die: [1d3]; HD 3d8; hp 
13, 15; MV 25’; Act 1d20; SP shock (additional 1d6 
electrical damage, 5 charges), pushback; SV Fort +2, 
Ref +2, Will +1; AL C. 
Berzergrr Matriarch: Init +2; Atk shotgun +4 
projectile (1d10) or bearhug +5 melee (1d6+1); AC 
12; Armor die: [1d3]; HD 3d8; hp 18; MV 25’; 

Act 1d20; SP immunity to flashbox (wears polarized 
goggles), bearhug (automatic 1d6 damage on next 
round if attack hits, DC 15 Str check to escape); 
SV Fort +3, Ref +2, Will +3; AL C. 
 

PCs may discover the following here: 
● 2 Shock Sticks (1d4 dmg + 1d6 electrical 

dmg, each has 5 charges minus those used 
during the fight with the PCs) 

● 1 Shotgun (1d10 dmg, Ammo 2, RoF 1 or 2) 
● 2 Shotgun shells in weapon, 10 in Bandolier 
● Polarized goggles (immunity to flashbox, 

grants +1d to checks to survey objects in the 
far distance, worth 2 gp) 

● 2 bottles of Space Mead (worth 1 gp each) 
● 1 small jar of Kerf Mold (worth 15 sp) 

 

The brew in the vats has no effect but does provide 
hydration like pure water.  The rope leads to area 7 
(DC 10 Agility check to cross during combat). 
 

7. Storage Pod: Built onto the side of a smaller tree 
is a round storage pod made of branches and mud. 
The rope from Area 6 leads across the gap and into a 
small opening built into its front.  The inside is lined 
with crude shelving holding the prized creation of the 
Lemurians: 

● 38 bottles of Space Mead (worth 1 gp each) 
 

About Space Mead: Brewed using a recipe known 
only to the Lemurians, this concoction is 
highly-prized due to its unexpected effects.  For an 
individual drinker, it produces an unremarkable but 
pleasurable sensation.  When consumed by a group, 
however, it can create a state of shared dreaming or 
even astral travel.  Should the PCs partake of this 
specialty, determine how many quaff the brew in the 
same round.  Each participating PC rolls 1d4* + 
Personality modifier (*Clerics roll 1d5, Grays roll 
1d6).  Tally the total and consult the table below to 
determine the effect (applies to all drinkers in group). 
 

1 or less Sick: DC 13 Fort save or lose 1d2 Strength 
2 - 12 Drunk: -1d to all actions for 1d2 hours 
13 - 17 Shared Dreaming: PCs embark on a dream 
quest (imagery and effect determined by the Judge) 
18+ Astral Travel: destination determined by the 
Judge; this should provide a hook to the group’s next 
Umerican adventure! 
 



Lemurians: These peaceful creatures are friendly but 
elusive.  They have the visual appearance of a 
lemur-human hybrid mutation, but legend has it they 
are able to travel between worlds and may be of 
extraterrestrial origin. 
 

Lumber Bees: These rare, oversized bees 
manufacture a greenish-yellow honey essential to the 
production of Space Mead.  Their origin is unknown 
except to the Lemurians, who are the only creatures 
who possess the knowledge to domesticate them. 
 

Berzergrrs: This race of sentient bears are 
blood-thirsty, scavenging nomads.  Using their size 
and firepower to stake claim to a desirable area, they 
amass all available artifacts and food.  Once they 
have exhausted the local resources, they move on. 
 

Boarskunks: Similar to present-day boars, most 
know these striped forest-dwellers for their ability to 
spray predators with an odious fluid.  If you can 
stomach the stench, their valuable scent glands may 
fetch up to 15 sp each. 

 


